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TERMS AND CONDITIONS for all Prom Night Events 
 
Definitions:  
“Booking Agreement” means this agreement for the provision of the Services to the Signatory.  “Conditions of Entry” 
means the document entitled “Conditions of Entry”, which sets out the terms on which persons are allowed to attend the 
Event.  “Event” means the function in respect of which the Services provided under this Booking Agreement have been 
purchased. “Minimum Ticket Sales Amount” means the sum of the  minimum  number of  tickets  required  to  be  sold  
multiplied  by  the  agreed ticket  price,  in accordance with clause 3. “Outgoings” means the total disbursements payable 
by Prom in connection with the Event.  “Prom” means The School Formal Show Pty Ltd, ABN 84134692229, trading as 
Prom Night Events (and / or its related entities). “Services” means the event planning and management services provided 
by Prom to the Signatory in relation to the Event pursuant to this Booking Agreement. “Signatory” means the person/s or 
entity that has signed this Booking Agreement. “Venue” means the chosen or suggested location or venue for the Event.  
“Force Majeure” means the mechanism for dissolving the terms and obligations within a contract. “Force Majeure Event” 
means any or several of the following items listed  with terminology stated shall be  accepted by the parties as being 
“Force Majeure Events” that would trigger said mechanism within the contract… 
 
Infectious disease, epidemic, pandemic or similar mass-health threat, government action, government restriction, new or 
amended regulation, legislation  or  national emergency, martial  law  or similar governmentally imposed event, natural 
disasters, acts of God, acts of war, any uncontrollable influence, emanating from outside of the contracted parties, that 
would hold either party completely incapable of satisfying their obligations under  the contract. 

 
“Complete Dissolution” means that when Force Majeure is triggered within the contract, all terms, conditions, agreements, 
obligations and responsibilities within that contract are immediately dissolved. Neither part, nor portion of the entire list of 
responsibilities or expectations within the contract remain in force at all. “Financial Penalty” means any amount of money 
held or expected by either party against the other in respect of the failure of performing or meeting obligations under the 
contract after Force Majeure is triggered. “Notice” means the notification in writing from one contracted party to another. 
“Prevents, stops, averts, foils, thwarts, preludes, inhibits, counteracts, blocks, halts, ends, discontinues, ceases, terminates, 
finishes, arrests, concludes” and  any  other  similar word, as it relates to the ability of either party to a contract, unable to 
meet their responsibilities under that contract, means that a Force Majeure event has rendered the performance of a 
party’s responsibility under the contract impossible. 

 
1.  Agreement 
1.1  The Signatory confirms that, in relation to this Booking Agreement: 
 (a) Prom provided the Signatory with an opportunity to seek advice in respect of the obligations of the 

Signatory;  
 (b) Prom provided the Signatory with the opportunity to negotiate and amend the Terms and Conditions; 
 (c) He / She fully understand the obligations and agrees to pay the consideration in clause 6.1 for the Services; 
 (d) This Booking Agreement reflects the agreement reached between Prom and the Signatory concerning the 

Event and the terms and conditions under which Prom will provide the Services. 
 

2.  Prom’s Obligations 
2.1  In consideration for the Minimum Ticket Sales Amount, Prom  will:  
 (a)       Provide the Services; 
 (b) Provide reasonable web access to manage certain features of the Event including to monitor   ticket sales; 

 (c) Act as an intermediary between the Signatory, the Venue and third party suppliers in connection with the 
Event;  

 (d) Facilitate tickets for the Event and provide event confirmations to the Signatory once  ticket sales have  
closed. 

 (e)     Provide the Signatory with access to an employee of Prom every day including weekends from the date of 
this Booking Agreement until the date of the Event. 

 
3.  The Signatory’s Obligations 
3.1.  The Signatory must: 

(a)  Ensure sufficient tickets are sold to achieve the Minimum Ticket Sales Amount; 
(b)  Make him/herself available as a point of contact for Prom prior to, during and after 

the Event;  
(c)  Provide Prom with up to date contact details; 
(d)  Upon request, provide Prom with data in relation to the Event, as directed by Prom; 
(e)  Act honestly and responsibly in carrying out his / her obligations under this booking 

Agreement;  
 
(f)  Act in accordance with the reasonable directions of Prom; 
(g)  Ensure that Prom’s Conditions of Entry are available to all persons who will attend the Event. 

 
3.2. If the Signatory cannot be available as a point of contact for a defined period, the Signatory must nominate 

another person to be a point of contact, in writing, and that person will be deemed to be acting with the full 
authority of the Signatory. 

 
4.  Planning the Event 
4.1      Prom will design a list of inclusions for the Event, which specifies “essential” and “optional” items. Essential items 

are determined by Prom and cannot be amended by the Signatory.  Optional items may be incorporated into the 
event for the Event at the discretion of the Signatory. 

 
4.2      When ordering optional items for an Event, Prom requires written instructions.  Any requests to vary, remove, or 

add an optional item must be provided in writing by the Signatory. Prom reserves the right to refuse a request for 
an optional item. 
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4.3      All inclusions for an Event must be coordinated with Prom.  The Signatory must not make his/her own 
arrangements in respect of any of the essential or optional inclusions for the Event. If the Signatory wishes to hire 
services for the Event independently, the Signatory must first seek Prom’s consent, in writing, and which Prom will 
assess and provide reasonable accommodations or refusals as the case may be. 

 
4.4      From time to time Prom may be required to alter certain inclusions for the Event, including optional inclusions that 

have been individually negotiated with the Signatory. Wherever possible, Prom will accommodate the Signatory’s 
request for optional inclusions, however, Prom reserves its right to remove, vary or replace an inclusion if it 
considers that it is necessary to do so. 

 
5.  Ticket Sales 
5.1.  The Signatory must provide details, relevant to ticket sales, requested by Prom in relation to the Event in a timely 

manner as directed by Prom. 
 

5.2      Prom will provide the Signatory with web access to software designed to facilitate the collection and input of data 
and payment relevant to the Event, including, the guest details, seating allocation, menu selections, running order 
and music suggestions. The Signatory must notify Prom immediately he/she encounters any difficulty in using the 
software as this may cause a delay to ticket sales or any other feature of the Event.  Prom will not be responsible 
for any delays caused by a failure of the Signatory to advise of any such difficulties. 

 
5.3  The Signatory will familiarise him/herself with the software on grant of access. 

 
5.4  Prom will not be required to provide assistance to the Signatory in respect of marketing and ticket sales by any 

method other than the online ticket sales method provided to the Signatory by Prom. 
 

6.  Payment for the Event 
6.1.   The Signatory agrees that he/she will be responsible for guaranteeing payment for the Minimum Ticket Sales 

Amount. 
 

6.2  The Minimum Ticket Sales Amount must be achieved by the date set out on Page 3. 
 

6.3  If the Minimum Ticket Sales are NOT achieved by close of business on the specified date, the balance or shortfall is 
payable to Prom by the Signatory at that time. 

 
6.4.  The instalment dates set out above may be varied by written agreement between Prom and the Signatory. 

 
6.5.  The Signatory agrees that he will be responsible for paying any shortfall between the moneys raised through  

the number of tickets actually sold and the Minimum Ticket Sales Amount. 
 

6.6.  Prom is not responsible for promoting ticket sales for the Event.  The Signatory will do all things necessary to 
promote the Event and achieve the Minimum Ticket Sales Amount. 

 
6.7.  Subject to clauses 8 and 9 of the Booking Agreement, the Signatory acknowledges that all payments made to 

Prom, including those as a result of the Signatory paying for any shortfall, are non-refundable, except as 
mentioned below in 6.6. 

 
6.8.  Any initial booking deposit paid by the Signatory to Prom will be refunded in full upon ticket sales achieving the 

Minimum Ticket Sales Amount. 
 

 
6.9.  Prom may offer discounted or cost-free tickets to teachers or organisers of the Event. Any offer of this type is 

subject to the Minimum Ticket Sales Amount being achieved. 
 

6.10  Any initial booking deposit paid to Prom by the Signatory at the time of signing of this agreement, in the event of 
a shortfall caused by failure of achievement by the Signatory in respect of Minimum Ticket Sales, shall be forfeit, 
either fully or in part as may be necessary, towards the required satisfaction of such shortfall. 

 
7.  At the  Event 
7.1.  The Signatory agrees that, notwithstanding any terms agreed to in respect of the Event:  
  (a)  the Venue  may: 
   (i)  move the Event  to another location at its discretion; 
   (ii)  alter the content of menus. 
   (iii)  refuse admission or service to any person; 
 (b) the Event must take place between 19:00 hours and 24:00  hours on the Event  date,  unless a later 

commencement time and/or earlier finish time is agreed to in writing. 
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 (c) access to the Venue  may be restricted one hour after the agreed start time of the Event and  any persons 
arriving after that time may be refused entry. 

 (d) either the Venue  or Prom may refuse entry to or direct a person to leave the Event; 
 (e) the Event may be cancelled while in progress if it is deemed necessary by either Prom,  the Venue  or any 

bona-fide government agency having appropriate jurisdiction. 
 

7.2.  The Signatory acknowledges that any action taken by Prom or the Venue for the above mentioned purposes will 
not be taken to constitute breach of the Booking Agreement giving rise to a right to termination or compensation 
for any loss or damage the Signatory, or any other person, may suffer as a result. 

 

8.  Termination of the Booking Agreement by Prom 
8.1.  Prom may terminate this Agreement and cancel the Event if the Signatory or anyone acting under the authority 

of the Signatory in relation to the Event is in breach of this Booking Agreement and, despite seven days’ notice 
to remedy the breach, the Signatory fails to do so. 

 
8.2.  Prom may terminate this Agreement and cancel the Event in the event that: 
 (a) There is a significant change in the overall cost of the event once the Minimum Ticket Sales Amount has 

been established; 
 (b) The Venue withdraws from the Event; 
 (c) There is any threat to the safety of persons, staff, the Venue, the Venue’s property, or the commercial 

reputation of Prom. 
 

8.3.  In the event of termination of this Agreement and cancellation of the Event by Prom, Prom will: 
(a)  Consider, and  offer to the Signatory, reasonable alternatives to termination of this Agreement and 

cancellation of the Event; 
(b)  If termination is not the consequence of default by the Signatory, refund to the Signatory any monies paid 

by it to Prom and  which are recoverable by Prom and refund to ticket purchasers such fees as may be due 
them under such circumstances. 

 
9.  Termination of the Agreement by the Signatory 
9.1.     If the Signatory terminates the Booking Agreement within 24 hours after entering into the Booking Agreement, 

Prom will refund the initial deposit to the Signatory. If the Booking Agreement is terminated by the Signatory at 
any time thereafter then the deposit will not be refunded unless the event proceeds and Minimum Ticket Sales 
Amount is achieved. 

 
9.2.  The Signatory acknowledges that on entering into the Booking Agreement and payment of the initial deposit, 

Prom will commence providing the Services thereby incurring a cost to Prom.  If the Signatory terminates the 
Booking Agreement, Prom will apply charges for work carried out up until the time of the cancellation, and for 
whatever period of time may be reasonably needed to close off and affect such cancellation, at the rates 
specified below (excluding GST). 

 
Position Rate per  hour or part 

thereof Event Executive $120.
00 Senior Director $235.
00  

9.3.  The Signatory may only terminate the Booking Agreement and cancel the Event by giving notice to Prom in writing. 
 

9.4  If the Signatory terminates the Booking Agreement before the Event but after 24 hours has elapsed since signing 
of it, the Signatory must pay Prom a percentage of the Minimum Ticket Sales Amount in accordance with the 
following table less any instalments that have already been paid. 

 
Termination Signatory’s Liability 

(% of Minimum Ticket Sales Amount) 

Less than  90 days but more than 60 days before the Event 50% 

Less than  60 days before the Event 100% 

 
 
9.5  Within fourteen (14) days of receipt of the payment referred to in clause 9.4, Prom will issue the Signatory with a 

final invoice for the following amounts: 
 
 (a) Non-Refundable deposits paid by Prom to the Venue or other third party suppliers in connection with the 

Event;  
 (b)  Amounts which are not yet due but which will be due and payable by Prom to the Venue or other third 

party suppliers in connection with the Event  where  those amounts:  
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   (i)   Cannot or will not be refunded to Prom; or 
   (ii)  Cannot or will not be applied against any other Event. 
 (c)  A sum, which, in the reasonable opinion of Prom,  reflects the time, spent carrying out work to provide the 

Services to the Signatory up to and including the date of termination by reference to the table in clause 9.2, 
above; and 

 (d)  If the Signatory terminates the Agreement within fourteen (14) days of the Event, an amount equivalent 
to the difference between the Minimum Ticket Sales Amount and the Outgoings for the Event. 

 
9.6   Amounts that the Signatory has already paid Prom, including payment in accordance with subclause 9.4, will be 

applied against the final invoice. The Signatory will be refunded any overpayment. If there is any excess owing to 
Prom, this must be paid by the Signatory within seven (7) days of the date of the invoice. 

 
10.      Representations and warranties 
 The Signatory acknowledges that Prom excludes from this Booking Agreement all representations and 

warranties that are not expressly set out herein, except such warranties that are specifically implied in law 
and which may not be so excluded. 

 
11.        Liability 
  Prom’s liability for damages pursuant to any claim by the Signatory, or, any person attending the Event for 

loss or damages arising from the Services will be limited to the Minimum Ticket Sales Amount. The Signatory 
hereby releases Prom from liability for loss or damage in relation to claims that in aggregate exceeds the 
Minimum Ticket Sales Amount. 

 

12.  Force Majeure 
 

 Introduction: The World Health Organisation recently declared coronavirus (COVID-19) a pandemic and the 
situation is rapidly evolving. It is clear that the virus is disrupting all major industries. Implementation of 
social-distancing and mass- gathering measures by Federal and State Governments has seen a number of 
events cancelled in Australia as a matter of compliance with newly formed regulations. 

 
 As a direct result, supply agreements, and event contracts in particular, require Contracting parties to 

facilitate sections of contracts to allow for seeking relief of obligations which were not able to be performed 
due to the impacts of COVID-19, or due to changes in regulations imposed by Governments within which 
Jurisdictions the contracts exist. 

 
12.1  Force Majeure: Force Majeure clauses relieve a party from performing its contractual obligations due to an 

event outside the reasonable control of the affected party. As an applicable example… 
 

A venue holds a booking for an Event Manager based on a contract for a time, date and place and an 
amount of money to be paid for a minimum of 200 guests to attend the event. Likewise the event manager 
holds a separate contract with his client for the event. 

 
If the Government imposes a restriction on mass-gatherings that reduce the venue’s capacity to 50 heads 
attending. This “prevents” both the venue and the event manager from making good on the terms of their 
contract with each other.  This triggers a Force Majeure event and both parties are released from their 
contract. All moneys already paid are returned and nothing further is payable either way. 

 
 
12.2  The dissolving of the contract between the venue and the event manager, consequently triggers a Force 

Majeure event in the contract between the event manager and the client, likewise releasing them from all of 

their obligations to each other and also likewise, all moneys paid are returned with no further right of claim. 

In such a case, the event, as it was contracted, is impossible. 

 

12.3  It is necessary when triggering Force Majeure that the instigating party give “notice” the other in writing of 

that trigger, specifying the exact cause and date of whatever Force Majeure Event took place. 
 

13  Financial Penalties under Force Majeure: 
 

Under  Australian (and state & territory) law, only Government bodies (Federal, State & Local) such as 

government departments, Police, Rangers, Enforcement Officers and of course the Courts, may impose or 

apply a financial “penalty”. 

 

Corporate entities and individuals do not have the authority to impose or apply a financial penalty. For that 

reason, as a matter of law, failing to meet obligations under a contract do not allow for the failing party to be 

financially penalised by another party in the contract for any amount of money. 
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In practical terms, as it applies to events and event contracts, if an event contract is established and money 

changes hands between the parties with a reasonable expectation that goods and / or services will be 

provided for those funds, and the contract is dissolved by the triggering of a Force Majeure event, any money 

transferred prior to the triggering must be returned to either party. Behaving contrary to this rule would 

constitute a “penalty” and be therefore illegal. Likewise the obligation to have paid funds entered into by the 

contract would dissolve with the contract when Force Majeure is triggered, meaning in practical terms that a 

party expecting funds to come to them as a result of the contract being satisfied shall also have no right of 

claim for those funds after the triggering. 

 

It is reasonable and just to assume that both parties have an expectation of what may be coming to them as 

a result of the contract being satisfied, and as such, they each become equally deprived of their expectation 

when a contract is dissolved by Force Majeure, therefore it would be unjust for one to continue to lay claim 

against the other subsequent to that. 

  

14    Jurisdiction 

The Booking Agreement is governed by the law of the State or Territory within which it was signed. The 

parties to the Booking Agreement agree to submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of that same 

State or Territory. 

 

 

 

 

END sample Terms 




